
Greece



Vocabulary check
•…a different aspect of life.
•He hated dishonesty.
•… were built in honour of her.
•Her sacred animals…
•He had a reputation of being bad-tempered…
•…for his intelligence and wit…
•Although associated with…
•…of wisdom, skill and war.



You may have noticed…

• That when we show possession (that something belongs to) of Zeus 
and Hades we do not add an s after the apostrophe – even though they 
are singular. These are the rare exceptions.

• Zeus’ lightning bolt

• Hades’ dog

USUALLY:

• Jack’s pen

• Chris’s bag



Quick-fire questions
•Where was it believed the Greek gods lived?

•Who was the king of the gods?

•Who was the queen of the gods?

•What was Poseidon’s weapon?

•What was Aphrodite’s sacred animal?

•What was Hades’ called?

•How many heads did Hades’ dog have?

•Who was the messenger of the gods?



Partner task
Match the god(dess) to what they were in 

charge of

Zeus

Hera

Poseidon

Aphrodite

Hermes

Demeter

Apollo

Athena

Music, arts, light and medicine

Messenger of the gods and deliverer of the dead

Sea and Earthquakes

King of the gods

Queen of the gods

Wisdom, skill and war

Love and beauty

Agriculture, vegetation and crop growth



Independent task
Decide on whether these facts are true, false

or not mentioned
- Hermes is the son of Zeus

- Aphrodite was Zeus’ least favourite daughter
- Persephone was Aphrodite’s daughter

- Apollo was believed to have invented the lute
- Aphrodite was Hera’s favourite daughter

- Poseidon hated Hades
- Demeter was considered the most beautiful of all gods



- Zeus =

- Hera =

- Poseidon =

- Aphrodite =

- Hades = 

Partner task
Choose one word to describe each

god/goddess.

- Hermes =

- Demeter = 

- Apollo =

- Athena =



Extended task

Based on what you have read, choose your favourite 
god and give 3 different reasons why you have 

chosen them.


